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~tat 1040, Spring 2006	 Name: -----, 

Final Test, May 4, 1:30pm-3:20pm 

Show your work. The test is out of 100 points and you have 110 minutes to finish. 

1.	 The following is part of an article from Newsweek, April 24, 2006. This question concerns the 
Women's Health Study, described in the second paragraph. 

Take an Aspirin and ... 
BY JULIE BU~ltiG;$C;D:, AND first heart attack by 44 percent. That was
 
NAHCYFERRARi .":',< .' . great news. For men.
 

. .....s.P.)ri!lissimpl~;AtliiP.l~,..•.a.:..,w....On..)I...~.. d.fU.., ..g,Pla.it queD"sin an.d . .. ItW.asn'.tu.n.tilM.arch 2.005 th...at th. ~.".'. Women'sH~Im~~~ 3"dd~essedaspmn's'
 
. i infl8ni'ni;i.!lQ~~!aii!iBdillPl doses, it. ~nefib;fuiwciniel1.Heah~ywoiilen,....who
 
A.'.' .... : i'iiV1de$'8ff~jilii,Helief; at row' were 3t ieaSt.45 years ciid at the start of the .
 
doses it redi:JCliS:ihe~l~~abilityto t;lot by study-whoparticipated in the study took ei

inhibiflngihe:aC11on'offfiiY-iiiood ceils caned ther 100nig of aspirin oraplilcebo every oth

platelets.h:inakes sens.e~:tt\en, tfllrt ~pirin er day for 10years. Surprisingly, the women.
 
migltt ~elpp.rev.~nt:~hit"'"1~tecf~rdiovascu- takingaspiiin experienced no re~~ction in
 
lar events such-lishearhrttcickand stroke, heart-attack risk However, aspmn takers
 
even i~:he'alfl1ypeopfeJn 1988, the Physi- were17 percent lesS likely to have a stroke.
 
clans' Heahh StutIY showed l!J(actly that. In
 
heahhy men; 325mg .of aspirin taken every
 
other day forfive years reduCed the risk of a
 

(a) (2 points) Is the study controlled? How do you know? 

(b) (2 points) Is- the study blind? How do you know? 

(c) (2 points) What is a placebo? Why is it used? 

(d)· (2 points) The article does not say how the women were assigned to the aspirin and 
placebo groups. What is the best way to do this, and why? 
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2. (8 points) The following table summarizes the number of milligrams of sodium per serving for 
18 types of breakfast cereal. Class interVals include the left endpoint but not the right. 

Sodium 
(milligrams) 

.Number of 
cereals 

120 to 160 4 

160 to 200 3 

200 to 240 7 

240 to 280 2 

280 to 320 2 

Draw a histogram for the data, being careful to label the axes correctly. 

3. (4 points) Suppose a jury of 12 people is randomly chosen from a large city's adult residents, 
of whom 50% are female. What is the chance that at least one person on the jury is female? 
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4. For 167 college students the average handspan size is 20.9 inches, with an SD of 1.9 inches. 

(a)	 (5 points) Using the normal curve, approximately what percentage of the students have 
a handspan of more than 23.5 inches? 

. (b)	 (5 points) If 80 percent of the students have a smaller handspan than the teacher, ~hat 
is the teacher's handspan? 

5. For the 167 college students in question 4, the relationship between height and handspan size 
is summarized as follows: 

height: average = 68.0 inches SD = 4.0 inches r = 0.75 
handspan size: average = 20.9 inches SD = 1.9 inches 

(a) (4 points) six scatter diagrams are printed on the back of the formula sheet. Which of 
the scatter diagrams is the correct one for these data? Circle the correct one below: 

ABC D E F 

(b)	 (4 points) Using the summary statistics above, what is the regression estimate for 
handspan for a student who is 64 inches tall? 

(c)	 (3 points) Find the rms error for your answer in part (b). 

(d)	 (3 points) What would the correlation coefficient be if we changed all the handspan 
measurements to centimeters? (There are 2.54 centimeters in an inch). 
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6.· (4 points) I have 20 batteries, of which 14 work and the other 6.don't. I choose 4 batteries at 
.random from all 20 to put in my camera. What is the chance that all 4 batteries work? 

7.	 (8 points) In 2002, 17.5% of US tax forms reported incomes under $25,000. If the IRS takes· 
a random sample of 700 tax forms from 2002, what is the chance that between 17% and 18% 
of the sampled f~rms reported incomes of under $25,000? 

8.	 The 2002 General Social Survey asked "What do you think is the ideal number of children 
for a family to have?" For the 597 females who responded, the average was 3.02. with a 
standard deviation of 1.81. Suppose these 597 women were like a simple random sample of 
adult American females. 

(a) (7 points) Find a 95% confidence interval for the average response of all adult American 
females. 

(b) (2 points) Is your confidence interval valid even though the answers don't follow the 
normal curve? Explain briefly. 
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9. The long-held standard for normal body temperature is 98.6 degrees. A group of researchers 
. believe that normal body temperature is actually lower than 98.6 degrees. To test this, they 

take the temperatures of 10 healthy people. They find the following: 

98.2 97.8 99.0 98.6·97.8 98.4 99.7 98.2 97.4 97.6 

Suppose this is a simple random sample of all healthy people and that the temperatures of 
healthy people follow the normal curve. 

(a) (2 points) State the appropriate null and alternative hypotheses. 

(b) (3 points) Find a test statistic. 

(c) (2 points) How big is the P-value? 

(d) (2 points) Do you reject the null hypothesis? Why/why not? 

(e) (2 points) Based on the data, are the researchers correct? Explain briefly. 

. . (f). (2 points) If it was believed that the temperatures of healthy people did not follow the 
normal curve, would your hypothesis test still be valid? Explain briefly. 
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10. (10 points)	 In the aspirin study described in question 1, there were 19,934 women in the 
aspirin group and 19,942 in the placebo group. There were 477 major cardiovascular events 
in the aspirin group and 522 in the placebo group. Assuming the women were assigned to the 
aspirin and placebo groups appropriately, perform a statistical significance test to determine 
whether or not aspirin prevents major cardiovascular events for women like these. You should 
clearly state the null and the alternative hypotheses, find a test statistic and an approximate 
P-value, and state your conclusions in everyday language. 

11.	 (10 points) The following table comes from a simple random sample of high school seniors from 
a large city, each of whom was asked whether they had ever smoked cigarettes and whether 
they had ever drunk alcohol. 

Alcohol 
No Yes 

Cigarettes No 
Yes 

281 
46 

500 
1449 

327 1949 

781
 
1495
 
2276
 

Test to see whether there is an association between smoking and drinking alcohol. You should 
clearly state the null and the alternative hypotheses, find a test statistic and an approximate 
P-value, and state your conclusions in everyday language. 
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Memory Aids 

Please note that these are provided for your convenience, but it is your responsibility to know how 
and when to use them. 

rms error =";1 - r 2 X SDy 

SDy 
slope = r X SDx 

intercept =avey - slope x avex 

number of draws x SDSD+= 
number of draws - 1 

SDbox = J fraction of O's x fraction of l's 

EVSum = number of draws x avebox 

SEsum = .Jnumber of draws x SDbox 

EVave = ·avebox 
SEsum

BEave = 
number of draws 

% of l's in the box 

. SEsum )·x 100%
( number of draws . 

Ja2 + b2 where a is the SE for the first quantity,
 

b is the SE for the second quantity, and the two quantities are independent
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